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The case against tipping 

Pro. 

1. Tipping is practiced just about everywhere now. Tipping shows you 

appreciate the work the employee has performed for you. 

2. Tipping provides an extra source of income for the worker. 

3. Tipping is custom now in this country America, makes the worker feel 

good about their performance. 

Con. 

1. The worker is already being paid the deserved amount for the job. 

2. The extra source if income is nice for the worker and sometimes affects 

their pay rate. 

3. With this being custom and expected some cab drivers now harass you or 

even physically assault you, if you do not tip them.  

 

Tipping is an economic gain for everyone, tipping up’s employers attitude to 

raise their employees pay rates and therefore creates a circle of where the 

employee spends more and creates more economic gain everywhere they 

shop. Tipping creates friendlier employees, since they are not stressed about 

paying the bills and shows that customers appreciate their hard work. It also 



creates a more peaceful environment for customers and employees, 

customers don’t have to worry if the place is not clean if the employee shows 

work dedication since they are being tipped and paid more, they have no 

anger towards the company or customers. On the other hand though tipping 

can cause the employee to backlash at the customer or put unpleasant things 

in the customers drink or food, if they do not tip at all or enough. This is unfair 

to the lower class income families who can barley make it as it is, every dollar 

counts to them and they have already paid for the service, why should they 

have to pay even more for the employee already being paid for their work. 

This can create physical violence towards or the customer just not coming 

back to the establishment at all, cause the company debt in the long run. 

 

 

The most compelling issues are the ones about acts of violence caused by 

not tipping or not tipping enough. It is also the most concerning that tipping 

can lead to violence and employees not be given raises or effecting their pay 

rate. The balance between the pro and cons is that tipping should be custom 

everywhere to avoid pay rates going down and violence being caused even 

though certain pay cannot afford this.  

 

Claim:  My claim is that tipping should be allowed and become more of a 

costume through America, to avoid violence between customers and 



employees. Tipping prevents pay rates from going up because employers are 

trying to find ways to make more money while paying their employees less.  

 

Tipping helps to ensure that the employee will have enough to live off of, if not 

make more money from a raise because of more tips being generated. This 

makes a happier working environment and builds more customers since the 

employees are pleasant to them. In the end the companies do benefit from 

this and it’s an economic gain as well. 

 

This may also help prevent more violence in the work place from employees 

and customers. When people make more money they spend more money 

because it is there to spend. Thus this helps America’s economy.  

 

 

 

The consequences of carnage 

Pro. 

1. TV. may show violence but children are responsible for their own actions, 

they know right from wrong. 

2. Parents should not blame TV. but themselves for allowing their children to 

watch violent movies if they know the out-come of the child watching the 

program. 

Con. 



1. Child are like sponges they absorb everything, violent TV. shows them 

how to be mean and they will be respected then or be given money. 

2. Parents are partly responsible they now have parental blocks for violent 

TV Shows and ratings; however the ratings sometimes are not chosen 

correctly for each show or programs. 

 

Violent TV shows should not be banned just because some children are 

taking to heart the violence the program represents. It’s just a movie. Parents 

should monitor their children more and the shows they watch, explain to them 

what the right and wrong is about the movie and that it’s just a movie, not to 

be taken to heart or do the same actions, because consequences in the 

movies are different from the ones in real life.  

Even though there is ratings now, sometimes the ratings are not correctly 

chosen. They should make tougher rating regulations and not even allow 

teenagers to view violent programs in the home, since they think they will 

obtain fame and fortune from committing heinous violent crimes. There is too 

many studies showing that violent TV is related to most school shootings and 

violent acts. 

 There is something that needs to be done about the violence and its 

regulating the shows more and how much violence they put in the movies and 

programs now. 

 



The most compelling is how many school shootings are related to TV 

violence. The most concerning is the violence and how it is raising every year. 

It is too much violence in school. The balance between the two is that TV 

ratings need to be upped more, instead of banning violence in shows. 

 

Claim: My claim is that most school shootings and violence is related to TV 

from poor judgment made by the ratings association who chooses the ratings 

for the programs. No one under the age of 18 should be allowed to view 

violent programs since the parents cannot monitor them correctly. The 

government should make it a program on all televisions where you have to 

put in you’re ID and DOB to view the programs, ensuring you are of the 

correct age to view the program on television.  

 

Perhaps even putting penalties in for parents who violate this method. 

This would help ensure the program is working correctly and help to reduce 

the numbers. Maybe even try this out as a social science test on a large 

number of families and monitor how well this program works with them and 

how well they follow the rules set.  

 

This may violate some constitutional rights and it may not. The point is 

something needs to be done and since not enough parents are doing it, its 

time for the government to step in and try to regulate the programs viewed a 



little more and stiffer penalties for parents that allow their children to view 

violent programs. 

 


